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The Collection
Donald G. Tritt

The library from which this bibliography is drawn grew out of a longheld passion to know and to experience Switzerland, the land of my
ancestors. As a young boy and with a lasting coziness, I recall falling
asleep hearing my Swiss elders tell stories far into the night, stories of
everyday life in Switzerland and stories of Switzerland's place in history. These stories fascinated me. I wanted to know what life was like
in this far-away place. Readings about Switzerland began with casual
book purchases. My fascination was greatly intensified when I would
come across books descriptive of everyday life in Switzerland during
my grandfather's youthful years and at the time of his emigration to the
U.S. in the mid 1860s. In a personal sense these books represented a
temporal connection to my Swiss immigrant grandfather Joseph Gustav
Tritt (1842-1904) who I never met as he died 27 years before my birth.
Later I would come to know of his early life in Columbus where he was
a founder in 1889 and Secretary of the Helvetia Unterstiitzungs Verein
(a beneficial society), an organization still in existence today.
These early findings put me on an enjoyable path of enmeshment,
discovery and learning about Switzerland-events I am pleased to tell
you about in describing this Collection.
Concern for Local Swiss History, Records, and Memorabilia

In 1959, following graduate studies in Clinical Psychology at the
University of Chicago, I returned to Columbus and became active in the
local Swiss Community. With an interest in local Swiss history (going
back to founding of the Columbus Griitli Verein in 1870) I became concerned about preserving early records, mementoes, pictures and other
artifacts- all in physical decline and in danger of being lost. AssumPublished by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2013
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ing the role of unofficial historian, I am pleased to say these collected
materials now constitute a sizable archive, one I will donate to the Ohio
Historical Society. My hope is that future historians will utilize this
archive to write a history of the Swiss in central Ohio.
Interest in Swiss history naturally led to visits to secondhand and
antiquarian bookshops. Browsing for Swiss materials was itself enjoyable, finding something was always an extra. Sometimes I would experience an "extra beat of the heart" at the discovery of a special book.
Gradually the circle of visits to bookshops ranged farther and farther
from Ohio.

An Early "Extra Beat of the Heart"
My first "extra beat of the heart" find occurred in the 1960s when
I happened onto a clearance sale of used books in the basement of a
downtown bookshop in Boston. Vividly, I recall persons milling about
rummaging through randomly piled books. I noticed on a lower shelf
a leather-bound two volume set, its title reading only Views of Switzerland. Opening it, I found it was published in 1836 (shortly before the
birth of my Swiss grandfather). Written by William Beattie and published in London by George Virtue, this book contained excellent text
and 106 steel engravings, all expressive of Swiss life of the era. Years
later and to my amazement, I discovered and purchased three additional
materials closely related to this particular book. One related item was a
rare 14-page 1835 Subscription Flyer or Ephemera Prospectus for this
book. Another item was a framed porcelain tile titled Swiss Cottage
near Thun. Bearing an exact portrayal of the engraving on the title page
from volume I of Beattie, the reverse of this tile reads "M & JD." Another
surprise portrayal of this same engraving was found in the 1842 book
Switzerland and the Swiss: Letters Written during a Journey to Switzerland by Mrs. Ashton Yates showing the engraver as "J.T. Clark." This
early chance finding followed by the discovery of these associated materials set in motion 50 years of enjoyable book searching and collecting.

Search Trips and Techniques
In the early 1980s and on a systematic basis, I began visiting bookshops in the United States and Canada. On three occasions, I made book
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol49/iss3/5
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search trips throughout England, Scotland, and Wales. On another occasion I visited shops in Australia and New Zealand. In addition to books,
this Collection evolved to include the following printed materials:
pamphlets, brochures, prints, maps, graphics, postcards, stereoviews
and poster stamps.
To find quality books before the era when many bookshop owners
gave up their shops, listing instead holdings on the internet, I consulted
annual book shop directories. For the United States and Canada, I consulted The American Book Trades Directory, the Used Book Lover's
Guide, the membership directory of the Antiquarian Booksellers' Association of America, and regional and state guides to secondhand and
antiquarian booksellers. For England, Scotland and Wales, I used Sheppard's Book Dealers in the British Isles, the irreverent Drif 's Guide to
the Secondhand Bookshops of the British Isles, and regional guides to
antiquarian and secondhand booksellers. From experience, I learned the
most efficient and effective search of a particular bookshop came from
first viewing holdings on the following general shelf categories: European History, Travel, Legends/Folklore, Mountains, and Children's
literature. Noting penciled-in prices would prepare me for bargaining at
the end of my visit. After a preliminary shelf search, I would disclose
my primary collecting interest being for books about Switzerland. To
have a specific focus, identified me as a serious collector and would
often open up for my inspection the more obscure collectible materials
usually housed out-of-sight. Pulling desirable items from the shelves I
would pile these on the sales desk and price negotiation would begin.
Given the quantity, rarity and price total, I might be offered a discount of
10 to 30%. During my bookshop visits, I came across no other collector
of books about Switzerland. No doubt this helped me purchase numerous books that later searches of the web revealed were unlisted on the library meta-search site, WorldCat. Packing and transporting books back
home sometimes presented a challenge. Driving in the United States I
would load books in the back seat and either make the return drive or
box up books to mail home. However, for books purchased in the British Isles, I used a professional "book packer" who would securely wrap
each book, find a transport agent, clear their passage through customs
and assure safe delivery to Ohio.
Early on, I decided to purchase multiple copies of an important
book if it were available in a fine condition and priced below average.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2013
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I reasoned this practice would provide salable copies to whichever organization I would donate my library to, thereby helping with operating
expenses.
Memorable Visits

Hay-on-Wye, Wales. During one European trip, I visited Hay-onWye, a small village on the eastern border of Wales containing nearly
30 used and antiquarian bookshops. Created in 1977 as a "book town,"
Hay-on-Wye is so well-known that bus loads of visitors have a special
plaza from which to unload passengers, such as might be seen in Williamsburg. Here I spent a productive five days searching and adding
many titles unpublished in the United States.
Archer City, Texas. Perhaps the best known book town in the U.S.
is Archer City, Texas, located 140 miles northwest of Dallas with a population of less than 2,000 and hometown to Larry McMurtry, the famous
Texas novelist, essayist, and screenwriter. In 1988, after a lifetime of
book collecting, McMurtry created "Booked Up" in Archer City filling four large buildings surrounding the Court House Square with over
450,000 books-making it one of the largest bookshops in the United
States. Repeated visits here have made for pleasant browsing. Several
gems in this Collection have come from these visits.
Other "Extra Beat of the Heart" Finds

In addition to the early discovery of the 1836 Beattie book, in
more recent years there have been other "extra beat of the heart" finds.
• Helvetiorum Respublica by Josiah Simler, 1627. Leiden:
Elzevir Press. In Latin, bound in vellum. This book, which
measures 2 inches wide and 4 inches tall, gives a geographical
description of Switzerland presenting its history, its landforms,
and rivers. It is the oldest book in this Collection.
• Schweizer Gedichte (Swiss Poems) by Albrecht von Haller,
1768. Zurich: Fuesslin. Haller's poem "The Alps" appearing
in this book is credited with beginning an appreciation of the
high mountains as a place of beauty rather than being hos-
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tile, frightening, ugly and difficult-a change in perspective
greatly influencing tourism.

• A Tour in Switzerland: A View of the Present State of the
Governments and Manners of the Cantons (two volumes) by
Helen Maria Williams, 1798. London: G. G. & J. Robinson.
This book is a description of events leading up to the only
invasion of Switzerland and contains a contemporary account
of occupation by the French ( 1798-1815).

Curiosity Inspiring Finds
While building this Collection, there have been all sorts of discoveries, some directly answering questions, others inviting fascination
(e.g. how water is carried from high in the mountains along shear rock
faces to fields far below), others of intrigue (e.g. learning about the
Lucy Spy Ring operating in Switzerland during World War II). Others I
think of as "curiosity inspiring finds" - books which themselves prompt
a search for answers.
• One such find began in a dark and cluttered bookshop overflowing with
older books. Its lower shelves were so obscured by piled books that for
viewing I required a flashlight and then had to lie on the floor in order to
read titles. There, faintly discernible, was a book titled Cottages of the
Alps. Expecting little of relevance, when opened its subtitle read Life
and Manners in Switzerland and was published 1860 in New York by
Charles Scribner. This book turned out to be a fine portrayal of peasant
life Canton by Canton in the mid 19th century describing customs, festivals, travel, farming, witchcraft, agriculture, industry, and much more.
This book was especially exciting because it addressed my curiousity
about everyday life in Switzerland at the time of my grandfather's emigration to the United States. Wanting to learn its author, I found only
"Authored by a Lady." Why no stated author? Later, finding another
edition of this book, I learned its author was Anna C. Johnson. As captivating as its content, was Ms. Johnson's dedication to a "Madam Dora
D'Istria," -which read "In testimony of the Friendship of the Author."
Curiosity about Mme. D'Istria was intensified when later I came across
the book Switzerland: The Pioneer of the Reformation written by Madam La Comtesse Dora D'Istria, published in 1858. In my edition of this
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2013
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book is found the following sub-text to the title "Translated from the
French and containing the Chapter suppressed by Order of the Imperial Government in the Parisian edition of [this] book." Curious about
a female author, who would defy the French and who, herself was celebrated by another female author, I learned Madame D'Istria (a pseudonym), born 1829, was a Romanian Princess from the noble family of
Ghika of Macedonia, emigrants to Wallachia in the late 1600s. Due to
political problems her family was subsequently expelled to Switzerland
in 1855. Her short biography reads- "writer in French, German, Italian,
Romanian & Greek, feminist, ethnographer, historian, alpinist, fighter
for Albanian emancipation. At 14 she spoke nine foreign languages."
Speaking of the Swiss people in 1856 she wrote
You intrepid [Swiss] raise up an independent brow towards
Heaven, whilst the greater nations of the continent humbly
bow beneath the yoke. The flag, on which the federal cross
is emblazoned, may float with just pride alongside of the lions passant of free England, and the star-spangled banner of
unconquerable America." (Switzerland, The Pioneer of the
Reformation. London: A. Fullarton, 1858, p. 234).

Learning this about Mme. D'Istria gave reason enough why she was a
hero to Anna C. Johnson during an era when female authors often chose
to hide their scholarship.
• Another curious find was a two-volume set describing world travels
in the 1820s, published in 1836. Titled "Sketches of Switzerland, by an
American," it's only indication of authorship was given as "By the author of The Spy, etc, etc." For a male author of some renown, it is curious why James Fenimore Cooper did not affix his name to this work.
• Soon after its reorganization in 1964, I joined the Swiss American
Historical Society. Years later, becoming known as a collector of publications about Switzerland, I was shown the book Lettres Ecrites
d'Amerique 1849-1853 by Leo Lesquereux. Seeing a book by this person who resided in Columbus, Ohio from 1848 until his death in 1889,
was especially intriguing because I had made a special project, over
several decades, of gathering together historical materials relating to
the Swiss in central Ohio. However, at no time had his name appeared
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol49/iss3/5
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nor was his name recognizable to Leo Schelbert, the preeminent scholar
in the field of Swiss Immigration Studies. Subsequently, with sponsorship of the Swiss American Historical Society and the mentorship of
Prof. Schelbert, this book was translated and reissued in 2006 as Letters
Written from America, 1849-1853 and contained a biography of Leo
Lesquereux which answered the mystery regarding the obscurity of this
famous Swiss scientist in Central Ohio. Materials from my library aided
the writing of this biography.
• Over the years, I have developed a sizable collection of books containing Swiss legends and folk tales. However, after a long unsuccessful
search for a copy of the rare Tales and Traditions of Switzerland by William Westall published in 1882, I needed a new approach. Searching the
Internet, I found a copy in the holdings of a nearby library. Visiting the
Head Librarian, I offered to purchase its seldom-used copy. My offer was
countered by the offer to sell its copy if I were willing to pay for it being
digitized. This meant the library would retain the digitized copy and I
could purchase the original. Agreeing to this finally resulted in the addition of this elusive book to the Collection. By this time in my collecting,
strenuous pursuit and acquisition of rare works became a responsibilityin anticipation of building a quality research library of Swiss materials.

The Internet
On-site visits to bookshops decreased with the advent of the Interne·t. Anticipating a larger market, dealers began listing their stock
on the Internet. Rather than visits to bookshops to browse shelves on
a range of topics, the Internet necessarily shifted my focus to a search
for specific books and authors. Making this shift prompted the delineation of content areas on which to concentrate. I chose to concentrate
collecting efforts for antiquarian and rare books in the fields of Swiss
history, Emigrations, Legends/Folklore, Early travel accounts, Anthologies, Bibliographies, and Children's literature.

Aldus Book Collecting Society
By 2000, finally realizing I had become a book collector, I joined
the Aldus Book Collecting Society in Columbus, Ohio. Later in 2003
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2013
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I was the featured presenter on the topic "Encounter with Switzerland:
Adventures in Book Collecting."
Contributions of My Wife

My deceased wife Marilyn was an interested partner in the building of this Swiss Collection. During one of her professional meetings
in Santa Fe, with excitement in her voice, she called telling me she had
found a rare leather bound copy of Legends of Switzerland (1899) by
Helen A. Guerber. To this day it is the finest copy known of this book.
On another occasion Marilyn surprised me at Christmas with a book
I regarded as too costly to own. With the secret assistance of Hugo
Lilscher, a friend and colleague in Switzerland, Marilyn purchased the
book Bibliographie der Gesamtkarten der Schweiz: von Anfang bis
1802 by Walter Blumer, 1957. I greatly cherish this thoughtful and loving gift-an addition of considerable rarity to the Collection.
Construction of a Library Addition

During the early years of collecting, our modest home had little
space for bookshelves. The best we could do was to pile books on the
bedroom floor where it soon became dangerous to walk around in the
middle of the night. After 20 years we moved to a farm and after another
20 years, with the collection still growing, we built an attached library,
its two floors connected by a spiral staircase. A couple of years later I
sold the farm, moved to a nearby condominium and rebuilt some of the
cherry cabinetry and shelving. By this time, the Collection had grown
to nearly 4,000 volumes.
The Next Home for the Collection:
The Swiss Center of North America

Concerned about the next home for my Collection, I learned there
existed no Swiss national archive, depository or library in the United
States-unlike other ethnic groups which have had such facilities for
over 100 years. At the 1998 annual meeting of the Swiss American Historical Society, as the in-coming Vice President, I presented the idea of
forming a National Swiss Center-an idea in accord with missions of
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol49/iss3/5
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the Society. Although the response was lukewarm, I was authorized to
proceed in the preparation of a questionnaire to the membership. The
response was enthusiastic and was followed by an invitation for the officers to visit New Glarus, Wisconsin, for discussion of the idea. This
beginning, followed by much committee work, aided by the direct involvement of Tommy Thompson (then Governor of Wisconsin) in fundraising during his 2000 Trade Mission to Switzerland and by financial
support from the State of Wisconsin, led to the opening of the Swiss
Center of North America (SCNA) in 2008. One of its functions is the
housing of a climate-controlled library. With such a fine national cultural center, archive, and library now in existence, I was ready to donate
my Collection.
Inventory and Donation of the Collection
With quality library space now assured, the next step was to prepare an inventory of the Collection for donation to the Swiss Center of
North America. In early 2011, I employed Amanda Crowley and Jenna
Settles, two Master's level graduate students at the Kent State University
Library Science program. For preparation of the inventory, we used the
software program "All my Books." The resulting bibliography given here
in this publication is in keeping with the University of Chicago's, Manual
of Style, a standard for academic publications. To each book was affixed
a custom bookplate reading "From the Swiss Library of Donald G. Tritt,
Ph.D." It is pictured on the next page and on the front cover.
In April 2012, my nephew Scott Tritt and I transported the
Collection from Granville, Ohio, to the SCNA in New Glarus, Wisconsin. What a relief this was! My library had a home and was now
available to scholars and the interested public. After returning home,
I wrote the following note to Beth Zurbuchen, President/CEO of the
Swiss Center of North America, "Two sentiments linger-the sense of
relief that my library is now planted in its next home and that its current
home is of the highest quality." In addition to the donation of my library,
I had previously secured donations amounting to nearly 4,000 booksprincipally from the Swiss Institute of New York City, the Swiss Embassy in Washington, the private library of Professors Heinz and Regula
Meier in Norfolk, and the family of Robert Gasser of Denver.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2013
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Sum Effect
I have been asked to assess the sum effect of decades-long collecting of printed materials pertaining to Switzerland and the creation of
the Donald G. Tritt Library. This is a difficult task better left to others.
However, I offer these thoughts.
• Existence of this 8,000 volume library, along with its archival collection of Swiss-American documents, gives attention to the rich literature
of Switzerland and the field of Swiss American Studies.
• Being housed at the Swiss Center of North America (New Glarus,
Wisconsin), its materials are readily available to scholars around the
world.
• Having a nationally recognized Swiss library has prompted donations
of archival records and materials from individuals and from area clubs
no longer able to provide for their safekeeping and access to researchers.
• For the benefit of scholars, this library provides materials essential for
telling the story of Switzerland and its impact on North America.

In gifting my Collection to the Swiss Center of North America and
to interested persons everywhere, I can relive
The joys of the Search,
the Finding,
the Leaming,
the Using,
and now, the Sharing.
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